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Friday, April 23, ·1982

Eilene

• Linda Cotton and Streetlife [ebove) entenain e crowd et thtl SUB Mllroom during the opttnlng dey of
Fiestes, Thursdey. The Fiestelooktld elittle diHelflnt in 1969 es seen in this photo[right] from Mlrllge,
the yearbook. See Recreetion 1UI for Fiest• schedules and lnformetion.
·

Elections CoDlDlission
Head Asked To Resign
Cathy Renfro
ASt.JNM President Mike Austin
said Wednesday ASUNM Elections
Commission
Chairman Elven
Romero was asked to resign his
position.
Austin said he requested the
resignation because of a statement
Romero made to an Albuquerque
Journal reporter published April
IS.

"The article said, as Toney
Anaya supporters, myself, Gary
Gordon and the Student Court were
in collusion to defeat Michael
Gallegos as ASUNM President
because he was an Aubrey Dunn.
supporter," Austin said.
Anaya and Dunn are candidates
in the state gubernatorial election.
Austin said the statement was
1
' ridiculous'' because Gallegos has
always openly supported Anaya.
1
' 1t was not right for him to
involve me," Austin said. "I don't
appreCiate people lying, and l won't
forgive it."
He said the action was not taken
because
of
controversies
surrounding the ASUNM spring
elections.
In the letter received by Romero,

Austin asked for Romero's formal
letter of resignation btit did not
state a reason for the action.
Romero said he did not intend to
resign or to see Austin about his
request.
However, he said he felt the
action was because of his
to
the
statements
made

Albuquerque Journal.
''From what I understand the
statement was unfavorable towards
Mike (Austin)," Romero said. "He
took it personal.''
Romero said he did not
remember the statement and felt it
could have been taken out of
context.
••when my appointment was
confirmed with the Senate last fall I
gave Austin a signed letter of
resignation that can be activated at
any time," Romero said. "All the
letter needs is to be dated."
Austin said he did receive the
letter from .Romero but can not
locate it.
"I think it would be fair to ask
for a renewed letter;" he said.
Austin said if another letter was
not received Romero could consider
himself fired.

N.M. Faculty 4aders
Meet on UNM Campus
An organizational meeting of
faculty senate presidents from six
New Mexico universities and
colleges will be held at UNM, on
April 23 to 24, at the . Farris
Engineering Center, .in the Dean's
Conference Room.
Dr. Richard Williams, UNM
faculty senate president, said the
meeting was called, . in. part, to
provide a forum for faculty senate
presidents to meet with a
representative of the state Board of
Educational Finance (BEF) on
concerns of higher education in
New Mexico. At least one BEF
representative has been invited to
attend, he said.

Other itemli on the meeting's
tentative agenda include the
election of temporary officers, the
adoption of a statement of purpose
and discussions concerning
organizational membership; . ob·
jectives for 1982-83 and publicity
and contlllUnications.
Williams said faculty senate
presidents expected to attend inelude himself, Dr. Robert Mishler
of New Mexico Highlands
University, Dr. Charles Holmes of
New Mexico Tech, Dr. Elliot
Norton of New Mexico· State, Dr.
. Robert Hanson of Western New
Mexico and Dr• .Richard E. Slinker
of . 'Eastern . New . Mexico, ... who
coordinat~d efforts for the meeting.
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The UNM campus observatory
will be open to the public, April23,
from 7:30p.m. to 9:30p.m.
The observatory's telescopes will
be focused on the bright planets Mars, Saturn and Jupiter.
The observatory is located one
block north of Lomas on Yale.
Admis$ion is free. · ... · · · '

Asbury Talks to Faculty Mentbers
On Mysterious Missing. Pay Raises
I

Emest Montoya
State Represenative Ted Asbury
was on the UNM tampus Thursday
to discuss with the Faculty
Association how its•efforts can be
heard by the Legislature more
effectively.
Also discussed by Asbury was the
case of the mysterious way in which
UNM had requested money to be
used for pay raises and benefits for
faculty members, yet only a portion
of it had gone for raises.
Asbury said it is rather strange
how the institution wiU ask for
about 13 percent. for pay raises and
benefits for faculty members, but
actually end up using less than that.
"I don't know what happens to
the other two percent or so," .said
Asbury.
·
The
Faculty
Association
members at the meeting were
curious too.
They said they had to negotiate
for the raises they had received, alld
that they did not get the actual
amount that was appropriated for
raises for them.
''Legislation is sensitive. When
UNM says .it wants salary increases
for faculty at a certain percent, and
then the faculty gets less than that,
it's because thl;ly (the university)
feei that they've got it and now they
can negotiate," said Asbury.
Asbury said . the Legislature
responds to that type of thing, but
they can only respond so much.
Asbury said that in response to
the charges, William E. "Bud''
Davis said 1 that in essence, when
the Legislature makes those llp•
propriations that is one thing, but
when you are forced to tty and
negotiate benefits and salary that is
something elSe.

Asbury said he heard Davis say
those things to a reporter, but he
was not sure what they ·really
meant.
He said after Davis said that,
many people left and were very
Upset at What they had heard.
Asbury said that a total package is
presented to the Legislature.
"That package includes salary
and everything else," said Asbury.
Asbury said that the amount
requested is defined in many different ways and it is hard to know
what the money is really used for.
Asbury said that also involved in
the package are fixed items, such as
electricity and gas.
He said that in this package the
salaries and benifits are included.
"With all the salary items that go

I~n~rg y

in there, it is not like you can put
your finger on it and say, did this
professor with five years teaching at
the university and a PhQ, did he get
a I 0 percent raise?," said Asbury.
Asbury said it will be explained
to him by saying, "Well I don't
know,. because that professorhas a
non-classified, upper category
salary increase and you can't find
out."
Asbury said then if that professor
is asked if he got his topercent raise
he will probably say no I only got
an eight percent raise.
Asbury said that if 13 percent is
requested for pay raisesfor faculty,
then. it should equal that amount.
Say a 10 percent pay raise and three
percent benefits or something of
that nature.

Savings _Shovvn

UNM demonstrated the potential
to save more than $3,000 in energy
costs during UNM's first "lights
out" day held Friday,April t 6.
UNM Energy Conservation
Manager Larry Schuster said
overall electricity use at UNM was
reduced five to ten percent on
41
lights out'' day. "In the morning
hours the electrical demand ·was 'Is
to 20 percent lower than that experienced during a normal Friday's
usej'' Schuster said, Hbut electrical
use increased in the afternoon,
probably because of the demands
made by cooling equipment as well
as lights."
Schuster said UNM personnel, by
turning off lights whenever
possible, conserved ·MOO kilowatt
hours. At $;06 per kilowatt hour,

this amounts to a $240 savings in
energy costs.
"I think the response to 'lights
out' day was fantastic," Schuster
said. ''Many people went out of
their way to partiCipate in our
energy conservation efforts.''

tuesday's page 3 story about
freshnian summer orientation
incorrectly quoted Paul Woods,
assistant dean of students, as
saying 41 We offer experimental
learning." Woods actually said
11
We offer experiential learning."
We regret the error.
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RSA 5th Anniversary
Marks Growth, Change
For Returning Students

World News Roundup
International News

Bomb Rocks
Paris Streets
PAUlS - A bomb Thursday
killell one woman, wounded 64
other people and destroyed a
Lebanese magazine office in an
explosion set off near the Champs
p.ro-Syrian
Elysees
by
"professionals" linked to the
terrorist Carlos.
France retaliated by expelling
two Syrian diplomats and recalling

its ambassador to Damascus. Syria sentencing of three convicted that hung over the town of Yamit. production ''People Like Us,"
responded by plunging relations terrorists whose release was Homes were leveled by bulldozers which Reagan watched, raised
between the two nations to a new demanded by the elusive in- at the rate of one every 15 minutes questions of journalistic "fairness
low.
terna.tional terrorist, Ilyitch before Sunday•s· final withdrawal. . or balance."
Gergen said the show was
The Yamit resisters, sworn to
The explosion on the exclusive Ramirez Sanchez, known as Carlos.
fight the return of the Sinai to Hmoving" ·and ~'powerful, n but
R11e Marbeuf demolished several
Egypt, made their last stand on "was below the belt, and we're
shops and restaurants, turned rows Israelis Flatt;,m Yamit
rooftops, throwing fistfuls of sand going to respond." He could point
of cars into bmntout hulks, rained
at soldiers scrambling up ladders. to no specific inaccuracies in the
hundreds of window panes onto the
YAMIT, Occupied Sinai Some
of the soldiers paused, looked program.
streets of the elegant neighborhood Israeli troops, some of them
The thrust of the report was that
up
at
the
skull-capped civilians they
and set off panic,
weeping, evicted nearly 3,000
the
poor arc shouldering the burden
were
expected
to
fight,
and
Wept.
French secret police sources said Jewish sq11atters Thmsday in a
of
the
Reagan-inspired budget cuts
The
military
said
there
were
no
the target of the bombing, the half-ho11r battle for a town being
and
falling
through holes. in the
in
the
operation,
which
casualties
magazine AI Watani AI Arabi, had plowed into the desert before its
"safety
net"
of
social programs.
invQived
an
estimated
20,000
return
to
Egypt.
been under 24-hour surveillance
troops.
after intelligence agents learned a . "The whole of Zionism is going
Syrian-paid terrorist squad bad up in flames," one squatter cried as
Budget Talks Stalled
helicopters zig-zagged through palls
been assigned to destroy it.
National
News
The bombing coincided with the of black smoke and diesel fumes
WASIDNGTON- Senate GOP
leader Howard Baker said Thursday budget negotiators were
making progress and should keep
talking, but House Speaker
Thomas O'Neill was not optimistic
and accused him of "playing
politics."
Senate
negotiators
Pete
WASHINGTON - The White
DomeniCi
(R-N.M.)
and
Bob
Dole
House charged Thursday that a
CBS televisiQn report on the plight (R•Kan.) rejected a Democratic call
of the poor under President Reagan for the Senate to begin writing its
hit "below the belt," and asked the own budget,
Dole said the negotiators were
network for a half-hour of prime
making
progress and could produce
time to respond.
"or it could
a
compromise
Spokesman David Gergen said
Wednesday night's CJlS Reports evaporate" this weekend, Domenici
agreed that "one or the other will
happen quickly."
Congress and the White House
are still far apart on new proposals
affecting Social Security and taxes.
Wednesday,
Democratic
negotiators suggested funding
Social Security with general revenue
funds or receipts from offshore oil
leases.

Richard L. Drinon Jr.
The Returning Students
Association is celebrating its 5th
anniversary
as
a
service
organization on the UNM campus
with an Open House on April 27,
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., in the RSA
lounge.
The invitation is open to all those
on campus who are interested in
meeting new friends and learning
more about RSA, said Gary Ele,
co-coordinator.
Founded · in the 1977-78
academic year by Madeline Betts
and Virginia Jordan for the purpose of serving the 10,000 students
25 or older with peer counseling
and support, the organization has
grown from the original membership of 91 persqns to its present
paid membership of more than 350
students. The purpose and goals in
the original charter have not
changed.
The statement in 1977 read:
PURPOSE AND GOALS: To
provide a forum to make the ne-eds
of the non-tradtional student
known to the University at large, to
provide a peer support network
through our social activities, and to
assist the returned student in
making the adjustment to a
changed lifestyle, necessitated by
the sometimes conflicting needs of
school, home, family and work.
Each year . these goals are
reviewed and the new slates of
officers attempt to reach more
students in ordr to address the
problems of most importance,
The first innovation facilitated
by the RSA its first year was the
inception of the Returning Students
Orientation for New Students.
Working closely with the Dean of
Students office, the orientation
provides prospective students with
an over-view of university
requirements
plus a time
management play, a financial
assistance plan, introduction to
career planning, information abo1,1t
the places to go to receive the
proper counseling, and specific
insight to the problems a returning
student might encounter.
This program is still being offered on the UNM campus, which is
one of the few campuses in the
nation that offers this type of aid to
returning students, according to
Co-coordinator Betty Vogel.
She said that in view of the
statistical increase of 250 percent
for students between the ages of 30
to 34 from 1960, the need for
special attention for this group was
pertinent.
·
The second year RSA members
elected Melvht Bark and Judith
liolpp as the co-coordinators, and
the tradition of male/female
leadership has persisted since that
time. A lounge area was deSignated
in the SUB especially for the older
students to congregate, study and
meet people of like interests. Even
though the designated area has been
moved from place io place, it is still
used primarily by RSA members,
but is open to the general student
body. The lounge is now located in
the Fireplace noom in the SUB
basel)lent.

State and Local News

Guzman Admits Attack

.

ALBUQUERQUE - Michael
Guzman said in a taped confession
that he went berserk and stabbed
two young women.
The tape was played for the jury,
Wednesday, at Guzman's trial on
charges of killing Julie Ann
Jackson, 19, and wounding Colenc
Bush, 21.
On the tape, Guzman said Bush
"kept hu$ging me" the night of
April 5, 1981. She "made me go
berserk," he said.
He said in the confession he
stabbed the women "because I was
scared of •.. one of them going to
police and saying something."
Guzman denied raping Jackson
and kidnapping the women, saying
they got into his car voluntarily,

Sunday
12·3pm

Champagne
Brunch
All you can eat from our great menu
and
~I

All the champagne you can drink

*

Death Penqlty Allowed
SANTA FE The state
Supreme Court rejected a motion to
drop a death penalty request in the
trials of three state prison inmates
charged with murder in the
February 1980 riot.
Richard Buzbee and Michael
Colby go on trial Monday for the
killing . of Larry Wayne Smith.
Richard Chapman will be tried
June28.
Smith was a witness against
Chapman in a 1978 murder case.
Prosecutors allege this was why
Smith was killed, and seek the
death penalty for that reason,

as long as you're eating

only $5.99
* You

must be 2 1 and be able to prov~ it.

• MCAT • GRE
• GJIE BID • MAT
• OCAT • PCAT
• CPA • TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VOE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

~-ti.MPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TeSt Preparation Speeia/lsls
Since 1938

For. fnform;Jtton, Please Call:

....... 265~2524

~.

Swanson.
1980-81 found Mike Gruen and
Joan Short(Gruen) as cocoordinators. According to a Daily
Lobo news story during this period,
the returning students comprised
half of the stud.ent population at
UNM. Students holding memberships in RSA at that time ranged
in age from 19to 65.
In 1977,full-time undergraduate
students over 25 years of age accounted for $30,816 of the student
activities fees collected for
ASUNM. RSA is funded by
ASUNM as a service organization.
The co-cordinators, Bruce
Mahan and Louise Wheeler in
!981-82 saw the need for expanding
the services offered by RSA. Using
self-generated
funds
the
organization elected to instigate a
grant fund for returning students,
· Mahna cited the obvious fact that
the majority of returning students
are totally dependent upon their
own resources when they return to
college and in most cases are facing
a drop in life-style in order to
accoi!Jplish their goals.
The first grants were awarded
during the Spring 1982 semester to
Barbara Bush-Stewart and Dorothy
Warner. Two more grants will be
made available for the Fall 1982
semester to those who have been
members of RSA for at least one
previous semester and meet other
financial
and
academic
requirements.
During the 1981-82 academic
year, membership in RSA jumped
to 350 students who have P.aid dues
and who regularly receive the
newsletter "The Turning Point."
With the increased membership
and participation, a monthly 'on
campus' social was started, The
lounge area in the SUB is used for
this purpose and brown bag lunches
bring students together for
fellowship. The on campus social is
held in addition to a monthly offcampus social held in private
homes.
Elections for the 1982-83 year
were held on April I and 2, and
Gary Ele and Betty Vogel were
elected to serve as co-coordinators.
Others elected were; Linda Behan,
secreatary, and Joe Alfieri,
treasurer. This is Alfieri's third
term in that position.
Betty Vogel said that the
tradition of RSA members
becoming involved in UNM activities is growing. In the past there
have been several RSA members
serving in ASUNM, several oq the
SUB board, one RSA member
served as president of GSA, and
one was elected ASUNM president.
"In view of the fact that the
students activities fees have
generated $301,924 to be expended
in this academic year, the RSA
officers will attempt to encourage
members to continue the tradition
of being involved in the student
government," said Vogel. "The
days of the isolated, dispalced older
studcntareover."
"Our interest in government is
not limited to ASUNM.'' said
Vogel.
She said that many members and
former members of RSA are in. 1'he academic year 1979-80 volved in running for or working in
ushered in the most forward- governmept positions.
looking project in the organizations
history. Louise J. Wheeler and
"We are trying to be a bridge
Cliff Nomberg as co-coordinators, between UNM and the community .
along with Dr. Douglas Ferraro and because of the various interests that
Mimi swanson formed "The members have," she said.
St11dents Needs Research Group'' · "We are not only limited to
to scientifically assess the ways in students. We. do have non-students
which the needs of the older who have become interested in our
students differ from those of organization who pay dues, receive
students entering college directly the, ~~Ws!~tter and take PliTt in
.
.. . .
from high school. The survey has achVIItes. .
since been re-named the Retut•
Ele and Vogel have outlined a.
ning Students Association Needs f?urpoint go~l for R~A: to con·
Survey and has been completed. u~ue .the 1nformabonal. ~nd
The taw data is now. being compiled onentatHm progra~s. for returmng
under. the leadership ofFerr.aro and
continued on page '7
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Saturday April 24, 10 AM· 9 PM

General Stores
8117 Menaul NE

111 Harvard SE

403 Cordova Rd. West

(across from UNM)

Santa Fe

Happy Hour
Friday 2-7pm

for
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Draft Beers
Wine Coolers
Wine Sprltzers

as long as you're eating*

Shrimp Cocktails $1.49
Potato Skins Deluxe $3.95
(%pound of potato skins smothered with cheddar
cheese, green chile, bacon bits and sour cream)
• You must be 21 and be able to prove lt.
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Primary Decision Starts Queries
If discipline is a charac)eristic of party loyalty, th~n
few of our statewide candidates seem to. possess It,
And if working with other candidates of your party in
an effort to maximize your party's influence is an
element of loyalty, then the same conclusion can be
reached. When you view the actions of a handful of
democratic
candidates after the pre-primary
nominating convention and of Republicans and
Democrats concerning the June primary, you may
tend to agree that once politicians in New Mexico
graduate from the ranks of local and legislative
politics, their propensity to become disloyal inc.reases.
We saw this at the democratic conventJon last
month when both Fabian Chavez and Les Houston,
failing to get the support of 20 percent of their party's
vote, refused to accept the message and continued to
seek their place in the sun, I.e, a place on the June
ballot.
Surely a sign of loyalty and discipline would be to
accept defeat and back the nominees chosen by the
representatives of the party's rank and file, In another
example, statewide candidates on both sides of the
campaign trail are pushing for separate primaries so
their campaigns can peak on June 1 as planned for the
detriment of their party's candidates for local and

legislative offices. So much for working to maximize
their party's influence.
These are indeed concerns of which the citizens of
New Mexico should remain aware, especially in !he
case of separate primaries. Should the statewide
candidates win their case before the U.S. Supreme
Court, New Mexicans throughout the"'state could
suffer in the long run. With respect to legislative and
local races, a separate primary will mean decreased
coverage of the candidates and issues involvect
Having gone to the polls once already will cause a
significant number to pass up voting in a second.
The result will be a legislaturt;! elected by a small
minority of people. And· as the federal government
dumps more and more on the states, only then will
people realize its importance.
But there is a deeper question to consider and it
must be asked. If these people are so willing to ignore
the best interests of their party and its candidates
(many of whom supported them .on their way up), will
they really act in the best interests of their constituents
once they have made it? •
C. Jeffrey Evans

Mud-Wrestling and Movies: Pornography?
Editor:
A few weeks ago the ASUNM Film Committee
sponsored six showings of the film "Insatiable,"
described as an "x-rated romp" starring Marilyn
Chambers and John Holmes. We protest the decision
to show pornography on campus. and urge students
and other members of the university community to
boycott this film and register their protests with the
ASUNM Film Committee.
Pornography depicts women as commodities and
presents a false and dehumanized vision.of.human
sexuality. Such films perpetuate the explo1tat1on and
degradation of women and encourage us to think of
women as objects who can be bought and sold.
Anyone who supports the pornography industry
contributes to the practice of treating people like
objects.

We deplore the decision .of the ASUNM Film
Committee to support the pornography industry.
There are more than enough places to purchase
pornography in this community. We cannot believe
that it is necessary for the students of UNM to lend
financial and intellectual support to an "art" that
makes it's profits through the oppression and
dehumanization of women.

Editor:
I was thoroughly offended by your article on MUD
WRESTLING and the accompanying phot.o and
caption. It was a display of absolutely irresponsible
journalism on the part of the reporter, the photo
editor, and the editor.

suggest Ms. Ryan rethink her role as a female
reporter!!
As for the L.obo editor, why are you printing an
article on mud wrestling? If you have even a remote
knowledge of social history you will realize that mud
wrestling and 'he man' contests are carbon copies of
the famed Dance Marathons. Whether or not participants think the event Is a "real stitch", the reality is
that promoters gather a paying audiehce to watch
men and women slug It out for prize money which
they sorely need due to the sagging economy. One or
two participants receive prize. money and the
promoters get the profit. How can you support such
degrading entertainment by granting it coverage? And
what does it have to do with students?
Charlie Dowds

The issue here is not nudity. it is context. The
picture ahd caption were bad enough, describing a
bare breast as "THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE EVENING",
but reporter Ann Ryan went one step fu rthet by
identifying the participants' names and places of
employment. Seriously, Ms. Ryan,. what was your
intention? If your name were printed in this context,
would you want the readers of this paper to know
where they can find you for whatever purpose? I
Mr. Dowds, in his letter to the editor today, contends that ''the issue here is not nudity'' in his being
"thoroughly offended" by the photograph, caption
and article that ran in Wednesday's Daily Lobo. I can't
help but wonder if Mr. Dowds would have even
written the letter had the picture not depicted a
woman's bare breast or had the article run without the
photograph.
Although I agree with much of what Mr. Dowds has
to say about mud wrestling, I surely don't see his
justification in putting the blame on the Daily Lobo. It
is the job of this staff to record and report events, not
to make judgments on subject matter.
1 wonder if Mr. Dowds wrote a letter to the
promoter of the mud-wrestling event. Or t.o the city for
letting the event take place in a municipally-owned
facility?
I believe that the photo was not an exampl& of
irresponsible journalism. As a university newspaper,
the Daily Lobo has a somewhat more mature and
educated readership than does the average daily. Daily
Lobo photographers do not go into strip joints to take
photos of nude women, but if Mr. Dowds had at-

NlWMFXICO

Daily Lobo
No. 139

Kathryn H. Brooks
Director, Women's Center
Ann Nihlen
Coordinator, Women Studies

tended the event, he would have noticed, as did I, that
there were many children admitted.
And if mud wrestling does reveal a social trend, as
Mr. Dowds believes it does, isn't it the duty of a
newspaper to report that, or at least to present it and
allow it's readers to decide?
My intent in running the caption that stated that the
incident was the highlight of the evening was to shoW
that the crowd got exactly what it came t.o see. The
promoter hyped the whole affair as some sort of
athletic event.
Joe Cavaretta, Photo Editor
My role as a reporter is t.o cover the events assigned
to me. My intention in printing the names and places
of employment of the participants was t.o show that
they were real people, They were not ashamed of their
involvement and I saw no reason to imply shame by
censoring tl:leir names. I am also distressed that
anyone should think that a 'female' reporter should
have a special set of sensibilities. Should I be covering
bridge tournaments instead?
Ann Ryan, Staff Reporter

The ~cw Me:.lto IJ•Ilr Lobo is published Monday
through Friday e'vety n:osular wtck o( the ·university
year, weekly tlurh'iS closed and firiab weeks and
weekly during the stnnmer session by the Boatd Of
Student Ptiblkatloris of the llniversil)" -or New
Mcx.lco, and Is not tinahcially ~~soclaled wiOt UNM.
Second dass poStage paid at AlbuquCrque 1_ NeW
Mexico 61131. S'ubscrlption rate· Is SIO.OO for an
acadcmlcyear,
_
1
The Opinions exprcued On the cdi!Otlal t;agcs of Ihe
New Metltb D•IIY Lobo are those or the a\Uhor
solely, Unsigned opi'nion Is that or the ~ditor and
renters the ·editorial policy of the paper l:ltll does not
nectssarify represent lhC viewS o(the tticmber.s or the
D•IIY Lobo~tarr.
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Debra Rosenthal
Assnt. Prof. Political Science
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Here and Now._
by maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer
PHOENIX - Before Ronald Reagan announced his safe-driving
initiative last week, drivers in this sun•bathed city learned that their
neighborhood streets were among the nation's deadliest.
While five other states can boast a greater overall rate of fatalities
per vehicle, Arizona's cities have the highest percentage of road
deaths among the nation's metropolitan areas - comprising 40
percent of the state's total.
Perhaps that's one reason why Arizona. highway safety officials,
who have been developing their own proposals t.o reduce a uta
fatalities, were lukewarm about Reagan's new campaign to encourage seat belt use and stiffer state penalties for drunk driving.
Arizonans have reason to be ho·hum about the Reagan safedriving plan. Arizona has not raised the legal drinking age ~s other
states have. But legislators here have proposed a flurry of bills that,
if enacted, could result in the toughest drunk-driving laws in the
nation, Child-restraint requirements are also in the works.
.
Perhaps the administration may want to send more constructive
signals. Though we're not expecting Reagan to revive Jim my
Carter's push for air bags and automatic blets in 1983 and '84 autos,
there are other important needs, including road repairs, within fiscal
reason. Otherwise, whatever encouragement we receive from the
White House, highway safety probably won't improve significantly.
A recent report from the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration predicts auto-related deaths will rise 37 percent
from roughly 50,000 to 70,001) annually- by the end Of the decade,
mostly due to higher speeds and smaller cars.
.
Gonzo journalist HUrJter S. Thompson, who seems t.o ex1st these
days only in the Doonesbury cartoon strips .of Garry Trudeau,
popped up recently at Arizona State University in nearby Tempe.
Always a crowd-pleaser, Thorn pson had no trouble living up to his
reputation as America's most-buzzed writer.
"Mr. Duke" insisted that a large bottle of Wild Turkey be placed
close by the lectern. He then refused to deliver an address, merely
answering questions and insulting members of the audience. A good
time was had by aU. His fee: $4,500, according to school officials.
On the eve of Ground Zero Week, the disarmament network
received a shot in the arm from liberal philanthropist Stewart Matt.
The General Motors heir has agreed to finance a computer data
system for progressive fund-raising and organizing purposes •. Not
surprisingly, the massive name-base system will be built around the
contributor lists of the 50-odd "freeze" and military study groups
which have informally sponsored nationwide disarmament activities
this week. M.ott's contribution c.ould prove to be a .significant step
toward catching up with the Ne..y Right direct-mail wizards~.
.
Cravers, Matthews and Smith, a Washington-based, d~rect~m~1f
outfit, will be handling the million-dollar project until a D.C. off1ce IS
organized. Meanwhile, the firm is handling incoming calls through a
widely-publicized toll-free hotline. Said Ground Zero's Theo Bt.oWn!
"We obviously won't be throwing away any names we get."
HERE WE GO AGAIN: When they consider the long-awaited
Omnibus Criminal Code bill next month, senators are expected t.o
offer over 100 personal amendments. None of the proposals may
deserve the attention merited by Amendment 135. As pr.op.osed by
the chamber's troika of chastity-chasers - Jesse Helms (A-N.C.),
John East (R"N.C.) and Jeremiah Denton (R~Aia.) - the amend·
ment would make premarital "sexual contact" a federal crime. The
penalty? Up to two years in prison f.oriirst offenders and five years
for folks who don't respond to rehabilitation.
Though the 19S4 presidential marathon is two years. away,
supporters of George Bush have already begun to solicit
congressional staff members for help in . the campalgm. The
recruiters are working out of the Republican National Committee.
Despite the popularity of magazines for professional women, and
word this week that NASA will finally send a woman into space next
year, most working women have
to break out of traditional
"pink-collar" jobs. For example, women comprised 80 percent .of
America's clerical workers in 1.980.
.•
A plague .on both Houses? Democrats should take no pleasure'"
Ronalds · Reagan's declining popularity ... The latest ABC
News/Washington Post poll .reveals that most Americans. think tittle
better of the .opposition party. Some43 percent recently indicated
that they thought the Democrats were offering "no better after~
natives" to the GOP.
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i Viva Las Fiestas!
FRIDAY

12:001:001:45·
2:303:004:004:305:15-

SATURDAY

Robert Sanchez
This year's fiesta promises to be the best in recent
years at UNM. The Fiesta Committee has spent over
$9000 during seven months .of planning and
preparation.
Fiesta Committee Chairman .Ray Garcia reports
that 44 acts will provide 40 hours .of entertainment
during the four-day fiesta which is now in. its second
day.
''This is my fifth fiesta," said Gary Golden,
assistant dean of students and advisor t.o ASUNM and
the Fiesta Committee. "The hardest things to d.o are
booths and entertainment. This gr.oup has met m.ore
and has been m.on! .organized than any past groups.
There've never been as many booths. We've got
quality entertainment."
.
Golden said that the biggest effort he has offered to
the committee is the continuity he can provide fr.om
year to year as the committee changes.
"The maj.or changes this year are better crt·
tertainment at better prices," Golden said comparing
what this year's fiesta will be compared to previous
.ones. He said that the students lire organized. "This
yearis almost exclusively students," he said.

•

{\FMlGUI!IJ,cARO
iNY~atin jazz)
DANCERS

I :00
1:451
2:30
3:00
4:00
4:30
5:15
5:30

5:30~ 6:30
6:30- 8:00
9:00-12:30

MAGJC'(rock)
ANTI.fONY HERRERA (guitarist)
JAZZPROPHETS(jazzandswing).
RICHARt> HANNEMAN (folk music)
JAZZ BAND II (UNM'sja.zz band)
TOSHI MORISHITA (traditional Japanese
folk music)
ZOZOBRA (rocka furtk)
LOS BOURGUETS (Spanish dance music)
STREETSCENE (dance in the Subway Station/
Casa del Sol, lower level, SUB)

Robert Sanche;,

PURPLI!HAZE (tartcheras)
REGINA's DANGERS (Spanish dancers)

fiesta: A Celebration in Every Language is the
theme of this year's fiesta. Over the years, themes have
changed, and so have the fiestas.
This year's student body fiesta is the thirty~fourth
arli:llial fiesta at UNM.
The student body fiestas were not the only fiestas at
the time, however. The Fl~e 4rts Festival, later termed
the Fiestavities, began in 1_937 and was called ElDia.de

4m:1:&t ~tt~g~~~~~l~)A.l

""
.
IVAN RANE (sambas artd fun)
SASSY JONES (rock)
PAINTINGS (Indian folk) .
AL HURRICANE&hisORCHESTkA

3 :00· 4:00 ALMA (jazz)
4:004:305:306:00-

4:30
5:30
6:00
8:00

Garcia. said that the committee has met 12 times for
an hour-and-a-half so far this semester and has met
about20 times during the past year. He added that the
committee has also kept regular .office hours.
The members on the committee are: Juan
Rodriguez, Diane and Denise Gallegos, Clarence
Montoya, Fred Reade, Roberta Rael, Steve Sullivan,
Camille Romero and Linda Rodriguez.
Garcia said that the biggest gift he has given to help
the committee as chairman has been the agenda. He
said that all fiesta committee meetings were run by
parlimentary procedure according to an agenda.
"We ran according to parlimentary procedure," he
said. "It's tough to control all these strong personalities. From the very beginning we ran the
meetings with an agenda. It is the only way I can
control them. It is the only way we Can, get things
done."
Garcia said that the biggest thing he has worked on
all semester has beert the fiesta.
"This is for students, n.ot f.or anybody else," he
said. "I wanted to do something fat everybody. I ran
for president (of ASUNM) and :ost. So when 1 was
asked t.o do this, Itook it.

Fies·ta Breaks Tradition~ Becomes Diverse

SUNDAY
12:00· I :00
I :00- I :45

Celebration in Every Language

Entertainment Enhances Fiestas

12:00-12:30 FLAM I! NCO DANCERS (Eva Encinas' dancers)
12:30- 1:30 S.1'.'1'.P.(Iatinjazz)
1:30- 2: I 5 HECTOR GARCIA & STANLI!Y GUTIERREZ
(classical and popular guitar)
2:15- 3:15 GOVINDA(jazzand r.ock fusion)
3:15~ 3:45 DAVID CHAVEZ (spanish and jazz acordian)
3:45· 4:30 STRICTLY ROOTS (reggae)
4:30- 5:00 DAVID EARL BUCK (high country music)
5:00- 6:00 OUKECITY ALLSTARS(country swing)
6:00- 7:00 CATAUNAS (r.ock)
7:00- 8:30 SUSPENDERZ (high energy rock)
9:00-12:30 COUNTRY/WESTERN DANCE in Johnson Gym with
THE COUNTRY SQUIRES (sponsored by
Intramurals)

......,_.-:_\

Fiesta CommittBe Chall'tnan Rev Garcia uld the Fiestas ware crowded and rsn
according to schedule despite the chengs In plllns.

.•

•

las Fiestas de Ia Lorna and was complete, in 1940, with
a southwestern theme of Spanish dancing and music.
Besides the annual Fine Arts Fiestas, there were annual summer picnics, free to those with summer activity tickets and even, on July 24, 1940, a Spanish
Fiesta sponsored by a summer Spanish class for the
student body.
The student body fiestas originally began .on April
17, 1948. It began as a fiesta tor the student body and
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Page R-3, New Mexico Daily .Lobo, April 23, 1982
UNM Symphonic Band with director Harold van
Winkle will perform in Keller Hall. On Tuesday, April
27, at 8:15 p.m., in Popejoy Hall, "A German
Requiem" by Johannes Brahms anr.l "Gloria" by
Francis Poulec will be performed by UNM Choruses,
Orchestra and soloists. John Clark and Harold Weller
will conduct. Tickets are $3 general admission and $2
for UNM staff, faculty and students,

ART SHOWS
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Next Fri(lav will be the last week the calendar is
published/or !he remaining Spring semester. Deadlines
for submissions to the calendar have been exten¢ed
until Tuesday at noon,

Discover Our Spring
Renaissance
Feminine Attire
Sign of the Pampered Maiden
29J 7 Monte Vista N. E.

11101 Menaul N.E.
(Foothills Shopping Center)

(neor the University)

EXCLUSIVE OFFER
Exhibition and Sale of

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

TODAY LAST DAY!
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Laser Photo
Art&.
Frames also
Available.

UNM STUDlNT UNION
Today Last Dayl
9:00 am to 6:00 pm
Located on
SUB First noor,
North lntrance

ROTHKO
C(l,i,NN(!

VAN GOOH
SEUI=IET
C~Lt

Sponsored by

PICASSO

ALBUQUERQUE MuSEUM - "The Dangers and Effects of
Nuclear War" is presently 'at the ,Albuquerque
Muse!lm. This show will run in conjunction with
Ground Zero, a non-partisan, nation-wide week of
community based discussion and events designed to to
educate the public on the subject of Nuclear war.
''Explore" and "New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years" are continuous exhibitions at the museum, The
former is a kinetic sculpture designed for children and
the .latter is a historic exhibition of Albuquerque.
Hours are Tuesday through Sunday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ALBUQUERQUE lJNITED ARTISTS - "Craftworks IV," a
juried, all-media crafts exhibition open to all craftspeople in New Mexico, is schelduled for May 1982
through June 1982. For more information phone 2430531 or contact The Downtown Center for the Arts,
216 Central SW. Hours .are Tuesday through Saturday
II a.m. to 4 p.m.
HOSHOUR GALLERY- Showing now through May I is an
exhibition featuring recent pl\intings by Tom Stokes.
Gallery )lours are Tuesday through Saturday, 12:30 to
5:30p.m.
THE JOHNSON GALLERY - Showing until May 16 are
works by the art education faculty. The works include
several types of media and several different approaches
to, and resulting from, art education. Gallery hours are
Tuesday through Saturday II a.m. to 4 p.m.
MAXWELL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY - ''Paintings on
Pottery" by Ann and Carl Beam will be exhibited now
through May 2.
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo" Ceremonial art from
Michoacan, Mexico will show until September 1982.
Hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to4p.m.; and Sunday! to 5 p.m.
MERIDIAN GALLERY - Collage is the featured media in
KimArthun's show "New Work on Paper." The show
will run through May 6. Hours are Tuesday through
Saturday II a.m. to4 p.m.; and Sunday 1 to4 p.m.
MOUNTAIN RoAD GALLERIES (1501 Mountain Road NW)
is a new gallery featuring a blend of fine arts, contemporary crafts and southwestern primitives - ln
Gallery I will be oils and bronzes by Bettie J. Moran,
mexed-media sculpture by Laurie Archer and carved
Adobe art by Holly Haas. Gallery II will feature a
select group of artists and craftsmen including Martha
Slaymaker and Norman Boyles. Both shows will run
through May 16. Museum hours are Wednesday
through Saturday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday
from 1 to 5 p.m.
NEW MEXICO UNION GALLERIA - Showing in cOn·
junction with the UNM Fiestas will be an all-media
cultural a(t show which will exibit works by UNM
students and alumni. A reception for the artists will be
held on Thursday from 8 p.m .. to 10 p.m. in the Casa
del Sol.
RISING SUN MEDIA ARts CENTEI< (Santa Fe)- A show of
handworked photostats wth selected readings by Santa
Fe artist Doris Cross is scheduled to open April 26 at8
p.m. and will continue through May 17.
RosWELL MUSEUM AND ART CENTER - Now showing is
the works of three photographers, Rick Dingus, Scott
Hyde and David Kaminsky •. The show is in the Horgan
Gallery of the Roswell Museum until May 30.
UNM ART MusEUM - Running through May 21 will be
"Photographs by Bart Parker." Museum hours are
Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m to S p.m. and 7 to 10
p.m.; and weekends from I to S p.m.
WILDINE GALLERIES - Now showing at the Wi!dine is
"Works by Frank McColloch." The show runs
through Saturday.
.
.
.
WHEELRIGHT MUSEUM (in Santa Fe) - "Tales of the
Season" is a storYteller of dolls, nativities and pottery
figurines by Helen Cordero of Cochiti Pueblo and is on
exhibit until April 29. Hours are Tuesday through
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday from I to
5p.m.

ACTIVITIES

NUEvo MEXICO SI! - Music of New Mexican History TAPE CoNcERT- April28 beginning at 8 p,m. is devoted
translated into English is playing at the Tiffany
to John Cage in honor of his' 70th birthday and of the
Playhouse, weekends throUgh the end of April.
centennial of James Joyce's birth. The event will take
Curtain times are 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and
place at the Rising Sun Media Arts Center in Santa Fe.
3 p.m. on Sundays. Ticket prices are $4; $3 for senior
citizens, children and students; $3 a person for groups UNM SYMPHONIC BAND -The band is sclieduled to play
in concert April21i at 8:15 p.m. in Ketler Hall.
of IOormore.
SttVIE -The Vortex Theater presents this play which is THE ALBtiQUERQUI! YOUTH SYMPHONY - A concert is
based on the life and writirtgs of British poetess Stevie
scheduled at Popejoy Hall on Sunday, April 25 at 7
Smith. Showtimes are Fridays through Surtdays, now
p.m1
through May 2. Friday and Saturday perfortnamces
will begin at 8. p.m.; Sunday pertormances are at2:30 KELLER HALL SERIES -OnSUrtday, April25 at4p.m. the
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p.m. Tickets are $4, $3 .50 for students and senior
citizens. For reservations and more information, call
the Vortex at 247-8600.
GEMINI, GEMINI - This comedy-drama is the story of a
young man who comes home to south Philadelphia
after attending school at Harvard, and begins to work
things out with his family. This play had a five-year
run on Broadway and is not recommended for
children. The final perfomances will be this weekend,
April 29, 30 and May I at 8 p.m. in Rodey Theater.
Tickets are $3 for UNM staff, students and faculty,
and $4 for the general public.
CI!ILDREN OF A LFSSER Goo - This play by New Mexico
playwrite Mark MedOff is the 1980 Tony, Outer Critics
Circle and Drama Desk Award winner for best play of
the season. This play deals with the world of the deaf
and their special problems. The performance is set for
Apri128, at 8:15p.m. at Popejoy Hall. Tickets are $15,
$13 and $10.

People Fund raising drive, tonight at 8 p.m., in
Woodward Hall,
SPRINO FuN IN THE SUN- The New Mexico Union has
planned .this event for April 28 from 10 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. near the SUB Fountain and. South Lawn. The
schedule includes: 10 a.m. - music, games, and fun;
II a.m. - Six-foot Sub Eating Contest (for teams of
15); II :30 - Best Tan Contest; Noon - Spring
Fountain Fountain of Youth FashionShow; I p.m.Best Legs Contest (females); I :30 p.m.- Watermelon
Eating Contest; 2 p.m. -· Best Legs Contest (males);
2:30 - Giant lee Cream Sundae Eating Contest (for
·
teams-of!S).
Entry forms for contests can be picked up in the SUB
Business Office, room 225 and the SUB Entertainment
Office, room 217, There will be prizes for the contests.
ART IN THE PARK- The New Mexico Union and fine arts
department are holding the first Art in the Park Arts
ami Crafts Festival on April29, 30 and 31 between the
Student Union Building and the fine arts center.
Included will be 30 artists and craftspersons and
UNM's drama, music and dance departments will be
presenting performances throughout the day, Two1
special features include: a concert on Friday evening
from 6 to 9 p.m. by the UNM Jazz Band, and a family
day on Saturday with entertainment for all ages.
ClOWNING WORKSHOP -A workshop on clowning Will
be at the Luther House at 1805 Las Lomas NE, on
Saturday, April 25 from 10 a.m. to I p.m. Each
participant should bring his own make-up. Topics to
be covered will be mime, roake·l!p, clowiflg attitudes
and styles.
EIGHTH ANNUAL STRAWBERRY FESTNAL -On Saturday,
May 8th, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Civic Plaza,
Serendipity Day School is sponsoring a day of refreshments, a flea market, a silent auction, children's activities, and free continuous entertainment. All prceeds
will go to benefit the non-profit work of the
Serendipity Day School.
FRIDAYs ALIVE - English professor Patrick Gallacher
will talk on his paper "Chaucer's Miller's Tale'' at 3:30
in the philsophy library, on the fifth floor of the
Humanties building. The philosohpy department's
coffee hour will precede the lecture, and will run from
3:00 to 3:30.
THE UNM INTERNATIONAL FOLIC DANCE CtUB - meets
every Tuesday evening at the north end of the second
t1oor of the SUB. Advanced dancers meet from 6 to 7
p.m.; beginning to intermediate'dancers meet from 7 to
8:15 p.m.; and open dancing is from 8 to 10 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents a person and teaching is available
for beginners.
SCRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB No. 129 - meets Tuesdays at 7
p.m at Joa-Joa's Place, 5000Central SE. Admission is
$1 for each person.·
WAGON W~EELS SQUAREDANCE CLUB -meets Thursdays
from., to 9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. There is a live
caller; refreshments ate provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE CLUB - meets every Friday
night at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. Everyone is
invited. The club offers free mini-lessons at the start of
each session. There is a $1 charge for non-members;
membership fee for the rest of the semester is $3 .
THE BROADWAY JAZZ CLUB - meets Fridays artd
Saturdays at 8 p.m in the in the Tamarind Restaurant
in the Galleria. This week jazz g;Uitar music from the
Pan! Hillard groUp is in store. Membership at the jazz
club is $30 annually.
CHESs CLUb - Anyone interested in the game of chess is
invited to join this newly formed club that focuses on
playing chess for fun and relaxation as well aS
developing individual skills. The club meets on
Thursdays at 2:30p.m. in room 253 of the SUB.

THE Susw A.Y STATION - Dances are scheduled for both
Friday and Saturday night from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
with Jams Unlimited providing the music in the
Subway Station, lower level of the SUB. Admission is
$2 for students and $3 for the general publfc.
TilE LucY LINK - bonald Johanson, an anthropologist,
will present a public lecture as a benefit for TheNew
Mexico Museum of Natural History's People-to-

THEATERS

ALEXANI:lllE LAOOYA AND THE NEW MEXICO SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA Conductor and director Yoshimi
Takeda welcomes one of the world's foremost classical
guitar virtuosos, Alexandre Lagoya, in a concert on
Friday, April 30th at 8:15p.m. in Popejoy Hall. The
performance will include pieces by Handel, Vivaldi,
and Albeniz. Tickets are $6.60, $8.60, $9.60, and
$1J.60 and are available through all Ticketmaster
Outlets.
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$1 .00 Off ·ANY LARGE PIZZA
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THE PHILISTEENS - The Philisteens will be performing in
their Santa Fe debut on May 15 at 8:30 p.m. in the
Alumni Hall on the College of Santa Fe campus.
Tickets are available in Santa Fe at Music and More,
St. Michael's Village West.

done on the frontiers
of men's hearts n ...,...
·•
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'·

MOVIES
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SIX JAPANESE DIRECTORS - The comparative survey of
six Japanese directors continues Friday and Saturday
with Yasujiro Ozu's Floating Weeds at 7 and 9 p.m. at
the Rising Sun Media Arts Center in Santa Fe.
Admission is $3.

THE BIG BAND SHOW - Johnny Desmond, known for
such major recording hits as "The Yellow Rose of
Texas" and "The High and the Mighty," will headline \ARTHUR- Wyoming
this year's Big Band Show which is schelduled for April \ATLANTIC CITY- Coronado Four
24 at 3 p.m. and 8.:15 p.m. at Popejoy Hall. Tickets are BAREAROSA- Eastdale
a~ailable at the Popejo?' Hall b.ox office or through \CAT PEOPLE- Louisiana l!~vd.
Ticketmaster. For more mformahon call277-3121.
CHARIOTS OF FmE- Wyommg
.
,
DEATHTRAP- Winrock
' .
SENIOR RECITALS - UNM musiC students performmg DEATHWISH 11- Far North Winrock
their senior re_citals include: saxphonist Tim Croone on \FANTASIA_ Highland
'
Saturday Aprd 24 at 4 p.m.; soprano Charlotte Perry FRoM MAo TO MoZART -The Guild
at 8:15 p.m. ?n Saturday; Violinist Kevin, ~onn~lly on GRIM REAPER_ Far North, Los Altos Twin
Sunday, Apnl25 at 8:15p.m.; a competitiOn With Ed IF You COULD SEE WHAT [HEAR- Coronado Four
Mie~ak and ~lliotKah~ at 8:15 P:m· on Thur~day, '-ALrrnESEx-MorttgomeryPiaza
Apnl29; flutist John Wmder on Fnday, May.30, and THE LONE RANGER- Eastdale
jazz/classical pianist Ken Pearson will perform NEIL SIMON's I OUGHT To BE IN PlCTVl(ES - MOD·
Monday, May 3 at 8 p.m. All events take place in
tgomcry Plaza
Keller Hall.
ON GoLDEN PoND - Louisiana Blvd.
ALL GERSHWIN REciTAL _ The Fine .arts music series ON THE RIOHT TRACK - Eastdale
sponsored by the First United Methodist Church \ PENrrE~TIARY II:- M~n.tgomery Plaza
presents duo-pianists Veri and Jamanis. The repertoire \ PoRKY s - Lobo, LoUisiana .Blvd.
will include variations on "I Got RYthm," "American QUEST FO~ FIRE- Coronado Four
in Paris " "The man I Love" and the ageless REDS -Cinema East
masterpi~ce "Rhapsody in Blue." The show starts at 4 RICHARD PRYOR, LNE ON SUNSET STRIP - Coronado
p.. m. on Sunday. April 25 at the First United
Four, Montgon_tery Plaza
M
•
'
h
L d sw
RooiN Hooo- Crnema East, Far North
ethod1st Church, Fourt an ea
•
SoME KIND OF HERO_ Coronado Four, Far North
UNM SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE - A concert is SPETTERS- Don Pancho's (April23-29)
scheduled for April 25 at 4 p.m. in Keller Hall with VIctoR/VICTOI!.IA.- Los Altos Twin
William E. Rhoads, professor emeritus at UNM, as a
guest conductor. Rhoads will also present the William
E. Rhoads Scholarship to an outstanding senior who is
majoring in music education.
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The Last
Ten Days
Friday
7 & 9:15pm
"Perhaps die best

paCI:UrC prOduced in Central Europe
since the war"-Time. (MP)

Rene Clement's
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r" . GIIMES
ACADEMY AWARD
Best Foreign Film
N.Y. FILM CRITICS
Best Foreign Film

Saturday
7 & 9:15pm
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Coming to UNM April 30th
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G.W. Pabst's

Students $1.50
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presents

Considered one of the most dangerous men alive.
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ASUNM Film Committee

~uplcmcntto its 4iiiiY publication sche~lufe. MtcrttUon 101 and the New Mexlro
o 1 11y l.obo ate.not (inanclallyaSsbcia_ted Whh the Onl\'ersityorNc:w Mexictl.

OpiNions C'lpressed in Rr-crutJon 101 are those or the author solely. Nothing
prihted fn R~rttllon l!tJ necelsarily represents the vicwsortheUnivusiryo(Nc:w
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G •. Gordon Liddy:

Afy life as a fugitive by

~I.

#li

ltSouth;est~l~:: ~.~ 1

JusT KromNo - The Albuquerque Little Theater
presents an original, fun, family musical which will · THE ASUNM FILM CoMMITTEE will present the following
films this week in the SUB Union Theater;
open Friday, April 30 and will run for two weekends.
The
Last Ten Days -This 1955 film by G.W. Pabst
Showtimes are Friday and Saturday evenings at 8 p.m.,
recreates the final hours spent by Hitler and a feW
Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. Tickets start
friends and close advisors in the claustrophobic Bertin
at $5. For information and reservations call the
bunker where he committed suicide. It shows Friday at
Albuquerque Little Theater at 242-4.315.
7 and 9:15p.m.
THE LION IN WINTER - This classic play by James
Forbidden Games - Two children imitate the cruel
Goldman will be presented by the St. Pius X High
adult world that surrounds them during the German
School on April 30, May I, 7, and 9, at 8:00 in the St.
occupation in this poignant outcry against war.
Sebastian Gym, on the St. Pius Campus, Tickets are
Showtimes are at 7 and 9:15p.m. Saturday.
$2.50 general admission.
Films of Martha Has/anger, Janis Crystal Lipzin and
Stan Brakhage- Syntax and Circus Riders; The Facts
in the Case of M. Valdemar, Visible INventory Six and
CONCERTS
Bladderwort Documentary; and Nightmare Serie.f are
the respective films scheduled for Wednesday at 8 p.m.
The
.Blue Angel - Joseph Von Sternberg directed
BLACK SABBATH/OUTLAWS- The concert is scheduled be
Marlene
Dietrich and Emil Jannings in this devastating
at Tingley Coliseum on Mother's Day, May 9, .at 8
tale of a college professor who is ruined by his ob·
p.m. Tickets are available through all Giant ticket
sessive passion for jaded cabaret dancer, Lola-Lola.
outlets.
JoAN JETT - This concert will appear in the Civic
Auditorium on May 4 at 8 p.m. Tickets are available
through Giant ticket outlets.

I
1
I

Others $2.00
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Arts
-Entertainment
continued from page R-1
"This is something very material. But it is also
something very spiritual. Some people won't want to
come and see it. That's O.K. 1 sec .it as one big happy
family. This is the only way I can show what I want.

"1 f this comes off well, I wouldn't mind doing it
again."
Garcia said that the Fiesta Committee was
something that the committee had to build. lt is not a
prestigious committee like Popular Entertainment
Committee or the Speakers' Committee, he said. He
added that not one of the members was paid but "We
work harder than some paid people do. I'm not
bragging, but this is the best committee on campus.

Eddie Tafoya
Silent Rage
Even though the American entertainment corporations have turned ollt masterpieces like The
Godfather and Orw Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, and
even Barney Miller, these companies, or maybe only
the decision-makers in these companies, don't seem to
be happy unless they are in some way ins11lting the
American p11blic.
In Alb11querque, there are always two or three
movies that seem to be products of these sick minds.
The plots are dull and stupid cno11gh to insult twodigit LQ. 's. The actors are overly macho, and either
look like a weight lifter fresh off the Santa Monica
beach orAl Pacino with a nose job.
The actresses are always cosmopolitan'looking and
Humpty-Dumpty-talking and jiggle when they walk.
Through all of this, we, the movie-going public, are
asked to believe that these persons are real, and that
most of the women in this world are submissive to a
fault, and that in order to be a "real man" you have to
be able to say cute things and punch out a bad guy at
the same time.
Who are these people that dream liP these movies?
Who are these people that produce them? Don't these
people realize that America has all the stupidity Jt
needs with television shows like Open All Night,

-Tradition
Everyone goes to meetings, we stay within our
budget. , .These people work hard. You'll see what
this committee ha,s done this weekend. If we can prove
that time and energy resources work. it'll happen
again. I'd like to say that this will be the best fiesta

ever."
Also .planned this. Saturday are frizbee distance and
accuracy contests, volleyball games and football and
softball tournaments cosponsored by the intramural
department and Coors Beer (called the Coors/Intramural Fiesta Day). The intramural department will also have an earth ball and horse shoes as well as
various other prizes thro11ghout Saturday, weather
permitting, Sllid Dick Baldizan, coordinator of the
in tram urals in the fiestas.

Fantasy Island, and Hello Larr;tl Don't these people
realize that we have minds and we were subject to
enough shallow values during the Partridge Family
and Brady Bunch days?
Yet we must pay to find out how bad these movies
really are, and what is worse is that the people who are
making these movies are making money and will
probably produce more movies and we'll have to pay
to find out how bad those are. Then the cycle starts
over again.
That's adding insult to insult.
Maybe the legislature ought to put an adage on the
truth in advertising law stating that a bad movie must
be advertised as a "bad movie."
Why do movies always seem to be at the mercy of
insensitive businessmen who don't know a good movie
from a bad television show? Why do 15 minutes of
script keep getting diff11sed through a two-hour long
strip of celluloid? Why are bad movies getting worse
and more plentif11l? Why must filmmaking be
degraded by becoming a financial issue?
And while we're on the subject, how come we don't
get Bugs Bunny and Pink Panther cartoons before
feature presentations anymore?
Maybe the next time the villain in one of these
alleged movies runs amuck, he won't stop until he kills
the producer the director, the hero, and the leading
lady- but maybe that's just wishful! thinking.
Silent Rage, the new Chuck Norris movie, is among
the worst of these ins11lts.

continued from page R-1
-was basically organized by the
Greek and social organizations,
as reported in the New Mexico
Lobo on March 8, 1948.
· It was complete with a Fie.sta
Xing (formally called El Rey de
Ia Nesta) and a parade with 17
fully-adornesJ floats. During the
fiestas in 1949, there was even a
faculty/stQdent talent show.
During the 1950s, the fiestas'
themes. changed to cowboy style
and rodeos were held at the
fairgrounds. In 1955, the only
fiesta in UNM's history to make
money was the one in 1955
which made $2000 as a result of
a large rodeo at the fairgrounds.
The 1960s bro11ght social
change in America. Minority
groups started voicing their
optmons and becoming involved. The late sixties and

Fiesta Committee Not To Overspend
The annual Spring fiestas, which began yesterday and will continue daily
through Sunday, might break even, said the chairman of the Fiesta
Committee.
Ray Garcia said that the total expenses of the committee was abo11t
$9200. Although Thursday's fiesta was forced to operate in the SUB
Ballroom. But he added that the poor weather should not affect the
011tcome of the budget.

.

BAR
Eilene Vaughn

Graham Central Station
Sometimes the weekends don't
come soon enough. Especially when
homework, studying and exams are
dragging you down and burning
you out. It's only the middle of the
week and you are ready for some
recreation in the form of rock and
roll music, dancing and all around

NOON TO 8 00 PM DAILY
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JOHNSON FIELD

1969.

n

seventies saw the Chicanos
dominate the fiestas. The theme
has remained domin'Oite through
last year but 1982 Fiesta
Committee Chairman Ray
Garcia said that he hopes to
change that. He said that fiestas
should not be for one group of
people, but open to all students
of all cultures. Thus the reason
for the new theme.
Garcia said he hopes student
participation also increases. For
example, he said, in. 1959, only
18 booths were present at the
fiesta, but this year, 34 studentbooths-only are expected.
Garcia said he also expects 4000
to 5000 people a day.
''Students look forward to the
fiestas," Garcia said. "They're
a couple of weeks before finals.
It's a gift from ASUNM to the
students."

FOOD- DANCINGART DISPLAYS- FUN

fun. But the budget won't allow it,
funds arc tow and bills are overdue.
Don't fret, the opport11nity
awaits you to "drink and drown''
and have a good time anyway, even
on a low budget. Every Wednesday
night, Graham Central Station,
Albuquerque's largest night club,
offers a "drink and drown" special
with 25-cent beer, well and wine
drinks from 6 to 9 p.m. And if
that's not enough, they have .live
entertainment with well-known
local and touring bands.
Wednesday night, Graham
sponsored a concert with the Swiss
rock and roll band Krokus. Tickets
were $3.50 in advance. Sounding
similar to AC/DC, the five-piece,
high-en~rgy band played music
from their current. album "One
Vice at a Time," including the hits
"·Long Stick Goes Boom" and
"American Woman." The band
only played about an hour, but
special guest star Skid Roadie from
94 Rock was on hand to keep the
rock and roll flowing.
Next week Sieve O'Neill will
perform.
Besides rock and roll, Graham
features country and western
T11esday and Friday, with country
and· western bands Sunday.
Thmsday and Saturday nights
feature disco. .
Graham's facilities can offer
hours of entertainment for anyone.
Their sound systems, which offer
optimum conditions for live performances or the top quality sounds
of pre-recordings, provide the rlght
atmosphere for dancing. To add to
it are the array of different colored
flashing lights from above and
under foot on the dance floor.
No need to worry about finding
someone to dance with, there is a
choicy selection of energetic bodies
for both sexes to choose from.
To quench that worked-up thirst,
six bars enclose the dance floor with
plenty of quick bartenders and
waitresses,
And if you like to play around,
there is an expanded game room
filled with pool tables and video
games.
Graham Central Station is in
Sandia Plaza, on ihe corner of
Candelaria and Juan Tabo.

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass we11rers ••. take your
eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let yo11r natural bea11ty
shine through. You'll love the way
Bausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're watcr·drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit.
ling appointment today,
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

The Dref!S, who will be appearing Wednesday night as the the opening act for the Spyro Gyra concert
Btthe KIVB.
•

Spiro Gyra Plays Kiva Wednesday
Eddie Tafoya
Spiro Gyra, America's hottest jazz fusion group,

will be at the Kiva auditorium, in the Albuquerq11e
Convention Center, April28, at 8 p.m ..
Playing music from their latest albllmFreetime, this
group of jazz/rock virtuosos is always willing to try
new approaches to their craft. Elegy for Trane, (from
Freetime} is the first song from a top jazz group to be
recorded in 7/4 time and without the use of dmms.
"I know we've been pigeonholed as being 'too
fusion' or 'third generation jazz,"' said
saxophonist! co-producer Jay Beckenstein, "But our
audiences don't categorize us. I think they are ready to

see us take some more chances.''
Opening the show tor SplroGyra will be The Dregs
(Formerfy the Dixie Dregs). After the albums, Unsung
Heroes and Dregs of the Earth topped the charts as the
most played jazz-oriented album, this versitile group
of muscicians became know nationwide for their
jazz-rock-country-classical style and were enventually earned Grarnmy nominations for best instrumental rock performance.
On Wednesday night the Dregs will be playing music
their new album Industry Standard, which takes their
new dynamic sound a few steps further,
Reserved seat tickets for this night of rock and
fusion arc $10.00 and $9.00 and are available through
Giant Ticket outlets.

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS (Polymncon)*
$300 - Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bulfilconl*
$350- Soft Extended Wear (Bulfilcon)*
*Complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Follow·up Care of Contact Lens • Sales..;T~a~xt'!mJ
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DR. ROBERT H. QUICK
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"'(tJmt., DR. DWIGHT THIBODEAUX
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Optometnsts

1020-A Eubank NE • 298·2020 • open Tuesday - Saturday 9 - 5

--RsA--------------continued from page3
Ms. Vogel said that a new
students; to elimina•.e barriers to column in the newsletter will be
full participation of adults in devoted to explaining the function
academic departments and courses; as ASUNM and will be titled
to encourage adults to seek f11ll "Know Your Government."
utilization of student services; and
"The drop-out rate for returning
to provide counseling for ,;tudents is not known,'' said Ms.
prospective adult students for the Vogel, "but the tendency to go
purpose of utilizing institutional back to the business of making a
resources.
living is always present, and one of
the purposes of RSA is to support
Other goals for 1982-83 include:
1) a June 5 picnic for the children the faltering student and encourage
at the Muchmore House.
them to complete their goals."
2) assisting the Paralyzed
The nation-wide increase in older
Veterans of America in renovating
an "Independent Living House" college students is -an indication
for people confined to wheelchairs. that people are attempting to keep
3) supply speakers for groups up with the economy by increasing
outside of college to encourage their skills and this is also true at
UNM, said Vogel.
·
college attendance.
4) participation in the UNM
Ele and Vogel have extended ail
annual Fiesta.
5) raise the amount of the two invitation to all students to attend
grants provided by RSA from $100 the open house in the RSA lounge.
Refreshments will be served.
to $200 each.

Magic is always
revived in times
of tension

Spring Fun in the Sun
Wednesdayr April 28
1 O:OOam to 3:00pm
on the South lawn and SUD Fountain
Volleyball contest,
prizes, student fashion show,
and much more.
Plea~e pick up entry forms
for contests in SUB Business office Rm. 225
or SUB Entertainment office 217.

Schedule of- Events
10:00-11:00
11 :00-11 :30
11 :30-12:30
12:00- 1:00
-1:00- 1:30
1:30- 2:00
2:00- 2:30
2:30- 3:00
3:00- 3:30

SOUTHWEST

. ----

-----·-

"
-·----~--·

____ ,..

-

Music 6 Gomes out on the south lawn.
Six foot sub eating contest
Best ton contest
"Fountain of Youth" Spring fashion show
Best legs contest (female division)
Watermelon contest
Best legs contest (mole division)
Giant ice creorri sundae eating contest
Frisbee exhibition
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Sports

Arts
Last Chance
to see
'Death's Nose'

A special version of the UNM Theatre Arts
Department presentation, "Death's Nose,''
will be performed free of charge April23 at
noon in Popejoy Hall in the Fine Arts
Center.
"Death's Nose," by UNM Professor Jim
Linnell, will be part of the American College

Theatre Festival in the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C., later this month.
The festival invited Linnell and UNM
professor of costuming David yelasquez ~o
give a workshop about the techmques used m
"Death's Nose."
The play, which is bilingual, involves the

use of puppets, some as tall as 18 feet and
some only inches high,
.
.
"Death's Nose" won natwnal acclatm
following a performance of the play at the
Southwest Regional Conventi?n of t~e
American College Theatre Festival held m
San Antonio, Texas in January.

Conceptions
poetry series
begins Tuesday

•

I

staning
Miller High Ufe®

Conceptions Southwest Poe~ry
Series will be held next week wtth
two evenings ofreadings scheduled .
Work by both past and present
contributors to the student literary
and art organization will be
featured.
The series opens Tuesday, April
27, with reading.! by Robert Hake,
Christine Leche, Viki Florence and
Mary Bartlett.
On Thursday, p~st Conceptions'
editors, Gayle Krueger and Leslie
Donovan along with the current
editor, 'Elizabeth Cohen, will
conclude the series.
The readings, at 8 p.m.in room
108 of Humanities, are free.

Teaching gallery
features works
by grad students
Willian! E. Rhoads, Professor
Emeritus UNM, will be a guest
conducto'r for the UNM Symphonic
Wind Ensemble Concert on
Sunday, at 4:00p.m. in Keller Hall.
Rhoads will conduct his own setting
of piano work by the- Spanish
composer, Joaquin Turina. The
composition is titled "Festival at
Tangier".
Brian Jensen, Euphonium
player, will be the featured soloist.
Jensen, a senior majoring in music
education, will perform "Capriccio
Furioso" for Euphonium and
band, by Walter Ross.
Admission is free.

\Vind ensemble
scheduled to play
in free concert
"Current Graduate Works" is
the title of the last exhibition for the
!982 spring semester in the UNM
art department's Teaching Gallery.
The show, which will continue
through May 13, represents the
work of 30 UNM graduate students
in the department.
The show includes works of a
broad range of media, including
sculpture, jewelry, photogra~hy,
painting, printing, drawtng,
watercolors and mixed media. The
show represents works from all of
the studio programs offered by the
.
..
department.
The Teaching Gallery, Room 202
in the UNM art building, is open
from 8 to 5 p.m. weekdays.
Admission is free.

Wildine offers
spring art show
A new show, Gallery Artists/Spring, will be opening at
Wildine Galleries on Friday April
30th. Jt will feature work by Garo
Antresiati, Larry Bell, R.obert M.
Ellis, Aaron Karp, Raymond
Jonson, Frank McCulloch, Forrest
Moses and Holly Roberts, among
others:
There will be an opening gala
from six to eight pm on the thirtieth
both to honor the artists and to
celebrate Wlidine'S third an•
niversary. Wildine is located at 903
Rio Grande Blvd. NW.
Gallery Artists/Sprittg will rurt
through June fifth. · ·
·.

I

I
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New Game Available
For Visually Impaired
Steve King
Sports Editor
Just when it was figured that they
would run out of new .sports,
someone invented Hi-Ball.
Oh, do~'! worry it Won't take the
place of baseball as our national
pastime or be as big as. football or
basketball. It has been played in
Southern California for a few
years, but someone decided that it
should be brought in and stuck in
the corner of Carlise gym,
It was invented by a man named
Don Gordon for sighted people,
but Tim Guttierez and Ray Marshall figured that they could turn it
into something more. Marshall is
visually impaired, which may give
us a hint as to what is being tested.
"Wr felt that we could get the
visually impaired more involved,"
said Fred Perez, who is the director
of intranturals at UNM. "The unit
is on loan from Gordon for the next
- five weeks and we are trying to
develop rules and sounds for the
game.~~

The unit, as it was named, is
round and fits four players in in-

dividual cubes. It is a taxing aerobic
exercise for the visually impaired to
play Hi-Ball, but to this point, the
visually impaired had no means at
all to participate in activity this
strenous.
Hi-Ball has also been called
basket-volleyball, because one
bounces on a trampoline surface
and trys to shoot a ball through a
hole. Marshall, who is a member of
UNM's national champion goalball and beep ball teams, has only
been playing for a week and makes
over 50 percent of his shots.
An experiment with the Brigham
Young volleyball team demonstrated just what good excercise HiBall is.
The members used the unit every
day and found that it helped increase their individual vertical leaps
by three to four inches. It was
shown that it increased their cardiovascular endurance immensely
by the end of the tests.
It also gives the visually impaired
person a chance to go against a
sighted person with a blindfold.

Haley Lobo Visitor
It has been said that if you invite
someone to your home, always
make them feel welcome. Wellll,
heeeeres Dewey ....
Dewey Haley, a University of
New Mexico basketball recruit, will
be visiting .the campus today, Lobo
Coach Gary Colson is hoping to
land the 6-foot-l point guard from
Carnesville Franklin County High
School in Georgia.
Baley averaged over 30 points a
game, while shooting 64 percent
from the field. He shot a healthy 82
percent at the charity stripe and
averaged 12 rebounds and six
assists in his senior year.
Colson feels that Haley is a good
ball handler with a good shooting
touch. If Haley comes to UNM he
will be groomed as the heirapparent to the point guard spot
now held by junior Phil Smith and
junior recruit Niles Dockery.

Downstate rival New Mexico
State will be at Lobo Field Saturday
to take on the UNM softball team.
Coach Susan Craig's Lobos will
show up for the l :30 p.m.
showdown With only 10 players.
The 4-21 Pack has been plagued
by the injury bug this season. They
have lost several players to injuries
and have still more players that are
playing hurt. Most of these players
would have been redshirted if not
for the circumstartces.
This will be the last home appearance for infielder Bobbie Smith
as well as the rest of the Lobos this
season. Smith hails from Brooklyn,
New York and has been a key to the
Lobos fortunes since her arrival.

Youth Volunteers

To Wash Cars
If Albuquerque's Sp•ing winds
and blowing dust have your car
looking dull, you might want to
take it over to Las Lomas and Yale
for the UNM•NCAA Volunteers
for Youth cat wash Saturday. It is
sponsored by Sigma-Chi and will
cost $1.50 per car and will iast from
Noon til4p.m.;..

It takes money. For tuition, room and board, and books. And that's just
the beginning.
To help meet these costs, the Army proudly introduces the Army
College Fund. You can join it, upon qualifying, when you join the Army.
For every dollar you put in, Uncle Sam puts in five. Or more. So,
after just two years in the Army, you can have up to $15,200 for college. After
three years, up to $20,100.
Call for your free copy of the Army College Fund booklet. It could
be the most important book you've ever read. Call toll free 800-423-3673.
In California, 800-282-5864.

ARM~

BE ALL YOU CAN ·BE.
SSG DEBBIE

~ARKER

266-5345

PIZZA EXPRESS

B-Ball Recruit

Ailing Softballers
Make Last Stand

IT TAKES MORE
THAN BRAINS
TO GO TO COWGE.

FASTEST PIZZA
INTHEWESTI

243-2t00
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
1710 CENTRAL SE
we reserve the right to limit
our delivery area

r---------------r---------------•
FREE .
I

I

.

I

$ 2 • 00· Off

I
1
I
I
I

I

any large two or more
item pizza

two liters of
Dew
. or Pepsi
with any large. pizza
FREE one liter

PIZZA EXPRESS

I

with any small pizza

I

PIZZA EXPRESS
243-2.00

I

243-21 00

I

1

~t.

I
I
1
1

I

one coupon per pizza

1
I
I

I
I
I1

one coupon per pizza

~---------------+---------------~
I $ t.OO Off
$ 1.50 Off

I

I
I
I1

any thick crust pizza .

I

I

ANY PIZZA

I

PIZZA EXPRESS
243-2100

I

PIZZA EXPRESS
243-2.00

I

one coupon per pizza

I

I
I
I

one coupon per pizza
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Nev) Mexico Daily Lobo
C lassijied Advertising
131 Marron Flail
1. Personals

3. Services

A<'COitATi': !NFOIIMATION AliOUT con·
tril•epllon. 'tcrililation, abortion. Right to Choose.
2~4-0171,
tfn
I'RU;~A.'<CY TESTING & COUNSt:I.ING.J'hone
N19RI9
tfn
('(l"n A("II,.I'OUSHING, .'iOI.lJTIONS Cu1ey
Optkal < umpany un Lomal JU't west of Walhington.

GUITAH J,ESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
r~ntals, MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S •.E.
265·3315.
tfn
TVPJNC;·I'IIOF!'SSIONi>L QUALITY pronto at
Kinkotf'ronto; n.c at no extra charge. We willed[!.
1\il', ZJU ('emntl SL'.. aero" Central from Popejoy
H~

~

A· I TYPISTS·TEIIM Pilpm, telumcl299·8970.

tfn

4130
GAROE!'IERS··S'fART EASY with Tim's tilling.
Rototilling, manure, ciClln·up. 268·65.10.
4/30
QltAUTY TVI'INC;. I.OMAS ITrmnway .area. 85
centsl J!Uge, 299-13 ~5.
4/28
QA T\'I'ING St:HVICt:: n. complete typing at1d
cd.itorinl \)'stem. Technical, general, legal, rnedicul,
scholastic, \<harts an<:! tables. 345-2125.
4121
1\'I'ING.. fi\ST, ACCIJRATt:, rcillionnble. Casselle
SIS
Tran1crlption. 247-2583.
TEN llOLLAI{S··IIESUMES ten dollars.
i'rofmii1Jl!t1Compnny.265·755!.
tfn
WOilll t•nort:SSI'IIG sntDt:NT rates, letier
perfect, fmt, inexpensi~c. Albuquerque Resume
Scnicc256-7608.
4123
TYI'IST,TF.RM PAI't:RS299-1240.
4130
24 110l1R TYPING, term papers, thesis,
manuscripts, 881·0628 Jean, after 6:00pm.
5112
'rtiTOIUSG !OJ AND 102 English. l'apc~"",;di!iOg
und rcvi<ing. Call M~l.can247·9083.
4123
!'IF.I~Il TYI'ING llONE? Call Virginia day or
C\enings at. .296·3096.
4/30
PIIOf't~'iSIONA I. EUITJNG. n:RM papers, theses,
di~1crtutions--all subj~cts. CaJ Lintla; 281-1795.
·
SilO
PROFK'iSJONAI. T\'PING IIY English Maleditor.
Van experience with disleratlons, papers. E~iting
available. 266·9550.
7/29
GOI!'/G IIOMt; FOJt sumnter? Need to store per·
sonnl effects? We have compiclc "self-secured
storage" and "Delins Van Line Movin~" services
nvnllnblc. taw cost. easy access. Call June, 881·2666,
8am-Spnt.
4/28
C;Tc CAMF.RA & l.UGGAGt: repair. Phone 243·
322! free cstlntalc.
4129
AAA FAST ACCURATE typing, 266·3953, 884·
~399.
4130

WE 110-1 DIS i'IUIIl'TORS, l'rewription eyeglass
lr,utw' <ireenwil:h Vliiage tl.cnrmn St~le1), sol<l
runlm $~·L50 trcgulilr $6~.00). Pay Le\1 Optlciuns,
<cxn \1emutl N.l',., aero" from CaBelles.
tfn
l)'ll.Y $2 ..15. TWO farm.fre.lh eggs, two homemade
dlclllk<li free suusuge patties, two slices of toust, free
grrcn dtiiL O~cn 7 a.m. Morning ()lory Cafe. Corner
of!iirartl, c·cntrillund Monte Vistu 268-7(J.lO,
tfn
ss lll'YS IIESr TH' of the week. Daily lobo will pay
$~ lnr the hcst news liP we rccolve every week.
C..tmn.·t!\ ~an nmMin coufitlcntirtl, but EdHor must
'""" ~uur nnme to puy winner. 277.5656, ask for
Nrv.,wom.
tfn
('JIINI·~~I·. Ul'Fio'E'f, C'llf:AI'I All you can cat.
I llfl'h $~4~. Supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.45.
Jau,Jm•'• l'l;wc, .1000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
l'ASSI'OIIT I'IIO'J'OS, I,QWf~'iT pnccst l'iea~ant
pl,turc'! 12~ Wclle~lc) SE ~orncr Siil'er. Plome call
fi"t. 261-112~.
lfn
I'AI'Jo:liiiA('KS, MAGA7.1Nt;s, llt:<:OIII.>S
c a"eucs, hull pri~e alwi\ys at lhlf l'ricc llooki
( ·cntrul nt lfm•crsn}.
4!28
l'tA \"IIOY l'E~TIIOUSt: I'I.AYGIRL Oui 99 cents
1111h <;tudcnl !D. Half Price Books, Records,
.Magntincs. ( ·entrnl ntllntVCrlity.
4128
FA'I IS A fcmntisl is~uc. Groups fotmillgni:lw. Call
281·1795
SIJO
Ilt:COIU)S FIIOM S3.9H now on sale nt UNM
lluohtorc.
4/30
IIOOKSTOilf. SAJ,E SOW in progrm. Restocked
!latly Itt UNM llookstote.
4t3Q
l'EitSOSAUZt:U
JIIORYTIIMS.
YOUR.
emoUot1al, physical, intellectual cycle! .hand charted
in color, 12 months, only 56.95, Send
chccktmoneyorder witlt birthday to Life-sine
lliorythnucs, ln5D Juan Tabo, H2S3·L, Alb., N.M.
87112.
5110
c;wrs t'OI{ MOM and Dad. Family coats of arms,
pcr<onal·authcntic•COiorful, IO"d4", $5.00. Mailed,
OrdcrE'arly, 293·3707.
4123
liWt; J.Ovt:, STJJ.I.hoplng your full moon dream$
.:ome true. While the eat's away .• ,
4123
I'F.HH:CJ' MOTllt:II'S I>AY Clift! Mom worth
Sl9.9~? llcautifltl outdoor 5 x 7 black•alld·While
portrait, 6 wallet·slzers, $37.50 value! A•
l'hotogrnpher (Allen Mndans). Cnll265•2444 or come
to 123 Wellesley S.E., corner of Silver. Short walk
from UNM.
4123

2. Lost & Found
SJOO Rt;\VARIJ •·on return ofl'ltllull puppy rnale,

4 and a half montM, 25 lbs. Black and gold brindle,
uncut ears. Lost 4·6·82. 888-4750 after $:30. No
qucsllons.
4/26
WST: 110\Vf\I.L SKATt:DOARI>, SIO Reward.
266-52~9.
4/28
ACCfNC; 340 n:XTIIOOK- Please return to Rm.
131 Marron Haii-·Noquestionsnsked.
tCrt
.LOST: GOUJ TtM•:x watch on Johnson Field.
l'lea•o ealll77·2268.
4/28
J.OS'f IIROWN CANVAS wallet Wi!!l vclcto ciQsure,
lfTound, call Miles, 243-7019.
4/23
I.OSTWATCII! I ATNedsla~tWed,4/J4.Reward
Cor bold Seiko with black band, Sybil, 271-3782.
4/23

CI.AIM YOt!R LOST polsessions at Campus Pollee
S:OOa.nt. to4:oo p.m.dnily.
tfn

9Uicc 5lli oob 9lntique5
11109 :towner 91l:.
bU\l sefi frabe

5. Forsa;e
f'OI{ SAU:: AU'ALfA $3J)O per bale first, second,
and third cuuings. Will deliver within a 10 mile radius
for$3.50 per bale. Call873-0372.
4/30
ARCIIITECTURAI. RECORD SIAM Journal Prog
Arch scientific mag>, 99 ~ents with student lD. Half
Pri~e ]looks. Central al Univ.
4/28
LIKE SELLING MY soul! But. must sell, Fischer RC·
4 Downhill racing skis, 223cm, lialian national team
stock, ncverdrlllcd for bindings. Call 242·4688 after 6
pm.
tfn
DF.SI'ERATEl fOR<;ED TO sell. Nikon SOOmm
mirror, 18. Orand new, used. once, lnchtdes 4 fllten
and leather case. $32S. Call242-4688 after6 pm. tfn
DEIITIN C·3S 64CM red J980 model. best offer over
$400.(10. 265·5490 e1·enlngs.
4123
MOTORCYCLE 1979 KAWASAKI 250 dirt·street 65
mpg $925 255-2016. Dave.
4/23
YAMAHA 500 EXn:LI.EST school trnllsportalion
1975 asklng$750.00Art242·0824.
4/27
FOR SALt:; ()lAMOND wedding set, diamond
dinner ring, Indian Jeweler)', beads. 897-0039. 4/26
FOR SA I.E; NEW backpacks, tents. 897·0039. 4/26
1977 SUZUKI (JS7SO 22000 Ml SIJOO O,B.O. 242·
3079.
4/26
1975 KZ.900, t:XCELLENT CONDITION, 35,000
miles, Gregg, 242-4531,
4127
FOR SALE, SUZUKI TciOO, 3[)()() original miles,
298-3018.
4/27

3200 Dodicalod
Electronic Flash

-

$45.95

H'f•,hdr'ld
fN.Itblf•

Save 5 10.00!
283 or285
Automatic
Electronic
. Flash Unit•
... 1•

$80.15
$92.67

...

Save 5 38.00!

283 or 285
Etoctronlc Flash
Sysroms

t" :·.1 i.!
s::IVe s·to
~ave

•. f.·d'

,,,

a

s1s ·• "-'

I·

OLDTOWN

Video; Technicolor !/:,"
Video Deck: $695.00
Our Sidewalk Sale is
Saturday, Apri/24 9 to 5:30·
Limited auanities, Prices Good
on Store Stock Only.

nnty <W

kl~
2929 Monte Vista NE

enter

--:-

265·3562

at
3rd Annual

Sidewalk Sale
Saturday April 24 • 9-5:30
Specials
.
• Polycontrast ·RGII 8x1 0 250sh N Paper
reg $92.75, only $62.70
• 35mm & 120mm Film • Up to 25°/o OFF
• Panasonic B&W TV .. $59.95

,

Save· $8 •· ~ -i .- ·, M· r, tJ·H·~
.-''•'

r_ "

~.

r

t--·,

J.•J' k,t:)J• ,\.II

·''·'•·'

$144.85

H: t•!l
li-1

.... fljf-

~-· I I''

·$132.85

-h- 11

Si\YYOURNOTJCF.Sherc.
ifn
liSM IIALJ,ROOM I>ANO; Club's spring formal,
8:00·1 I:00, April 30th. Live llallroom band and
refreshments provided. Info. 865·7554, 881·3087,
247-1943.
4130
VISIT THE ASA' Gallery SW regional photo show
through .Ar.ril23. Hours 11.4, M'F,
4/23
··msTA '82 • FIESTA 'Hl • Fle<ta '82. UNM
Trailblazer:; will have watermelon at ncstas. 20
plrcent off this and ail items with this ad. Come this
weekend to Johnson Field. Booth #13. Fiesta '82 •
Fiesta '82. Fiesta '82.
4123
C.A.It.D. CITIZt;Ns H)R Alternatives to Radio
Active Dumping needs )'our help now to stop !he
W.l.P.P. Project, We need volunteers to h~lp with
media, the Dominici postcard .campaign, fund
raising, ofnce work, and information gathering. We
live in the Lund or EnchqAtmenl but it could easily be
wrned into a wasteland without your help. Cal
C.A.R.D. at 842-1194, Monday-Friday.
4123

Fine Ethnic
Jewelry and Crafts
from around
the World and the

Highest Quality
Southwest Art
at the

Lowest Possible Prices,
MuteUm

MemheuhlP DliiCOUnlt;
l.o~·a\llay Plan

Convtnfrnl_

MAXWELL MUSEUM
GJFf SHOP

Spring Camera Check
Meters, Shutters;
Etc.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

- Please Note The price that appeared in
the April 21 & 22 KLR ad
should have been as fol·
lows:

-1''.;1 !•,

Savess ., hL .- !·11 '', •l'·'g.,,·, ,_

RIDERS FOR (/U UMIIUS, Ohio; Indianapolis,
tn!Iinna: Lo~is, ~"'"""' \,e~vln• between May 20th

9. Las N oticias

Makers of Hanclmade
Indian Jew(llry

,,,,_t",'•'. '-''·

1·····.

______

;;,;;_
7. Travel

IMPQilTF.I) CIGARETTS AVAII.Alii.E behind the
counter at the Mercaclo.,
4127
WAN]'t:D; NQN·NEUTERED tnale siamese cat
(seal point) needed for stud servlce. Call2474517.
4/29
IIALLOONS\ Bt\l.LOONSI HAVE Bubbles lh~
Clown deliver » h~lium baloon bouquet for special
occnlion. Birthdqys, anniversaries, 11ew baby ancl
special days. 292,0487.
SilO

Mowell Museom l!i

1982.

G

f'ART·TIM'E: JQB afternoons and ewnings, Must \>e
21 years o!d. Apply in per~on, n1> phone calls please.
Savewuy Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
OVEJ{St:AS, IIOUSTON, DA.LI.ASI $20,000 JP
$,0,000 possible. For job information call; 602·998·
0426, Dept. 0924, open Sundays.
4129
JO.II SEAI!C.IIING TECHNIQUES. 4-hour ~lasses,
$1.5. 265·7.5.51.
tfn
JOII SEARCIIING? TRY Job Opportunity Bet·
terment ServJces. 265·755 ).
tfn
WANTED: PART TIME Secretary for small
Metaphysical Book l'ubiishing Company. Hours
flexible. Payment part eMil, purl tr.ade units at Local
Barter Company. Cftll Skip at 293·1508 mornings
4/Z6
before 9:45 a.rn. (no smokers!).
t:A,RN $20 • S30 RAISING funds fp; ACORN this
Saturc:Jay. Call247-9792 from 9:00·3:00.
4126
•:ARN UP TO $500 or more each year beginning
Sept, for 1•3 yrs. Set your own hours. Monthly
pament for plucln~ posters on ~ampus. Bonus based
on results. Pril,es awarded as well. 800·526-0883,
4/27
SUMMf:R EMl'J,OYMEI'oT AVAILAIILt: in
Albuquerque, Santa Fe. $230 .per we~k. Come to
250C SUB, Mon. or Tues., April 26th, 27th, 10:30,
t:OO, 3:00 (or 6:00 Mon . only),
4127
WOilK STUDY QUAI.It'lllD person for accounting
and office work in business office of the Daily Lobo,
.tfn
Apply in person ~-s, M·F. Ask for Maryann.
TilE POPUI.AR ENTERTAINMt:ST Cotnmittee is
looking for a part·thne secretary. Some experience is
necessary. Call277·5602 for an appoiotmenf.
4126

8. Miscellaneous

" Non·Proftt Org•nlz•tlon

Vivitar. Lens and Flash Sale!
Save 5 5.00!

6. Employment

Tilt: CITAilEL·SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downJown. llus service every 30 minutes, .I bedroom
or efficiency, from S220. AU utilities p~id. Deluxe
kitdten with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV .room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets, 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
t"OR Rt:NT: EHJCIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., ~190/m(),, all Utilities paid, Sl2S security
deposit. Fully furnlshed·sccurlty locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets, Please call before 6;00
in the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
DE;Atrrlt'UL TWO OR Three bedroom house, I and
one half baths, fenced yard, nrepiace, garage, car·
pori; near UNM: S39S,OO; 255·4006 or 345·5979,
4/23
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft, office space aeross from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265-9542 or evenings
881·3974.
tfn
FOR RENT: 116 Cornell S.E. 2 bdrm. I bath house.
CAll Larry or Dorothy. 265·9542 or evenings 881·
3974,
lfn
IIALF BLOCK UNM furnished one bedroom twin or
double $235 includes utilities. Varsity House 268·
0525.
512
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY Apartment $120; I
bedroom, $150. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of

.

Limited time offer, expires May 31,

4/~8

6553.

and M~Y 22nd. Call 865-7367 afler 9:30 pm for
driving and gas sharing.
4/30
WHITE:WATE;R RAFTIN(l. PILAR, Ma~ 18, 20,
27; $25 per p1r$on. WhiterPc~ Canyon, J~ne 13: $40.
Wil<1water Mfllng Experiences, 266-972.1.
SilO
VISITOURNt:WI.Y opened beautifulinterscction &t
Centr.al and Uoiversiiy and save cash at Half Price
llooks, Records and Masn~incs,
4/28
PRIVF;R NEEDED TO drive 1981 Datsutl pick-up
with air-conditioning, tape deck, camper. Must be
delivered to east coast by May 12lh or 13th. Also need
driver to drive bac~ same In mid·August. 242·7228.
tfn

Open 7 daysrweek
Anthro. Building

•• ,

Save Up to S38 on popular Vlvitar
lenses and auiomalic electronic flash
With manu1ac1Urers coupon available
in our store.

Bi\NJO • 5 STIUJI!(J Contessa.• $120 or best offer.
265-2956. King size water bed, Sqlid oak
4/27
frame/bookcase hea<l board, $250. 265·2956.
WOMEN'S 19" SCHWIJI!N varsity, newly rebuilt,
$100, 843-7234.
4/23
1970 VW STATION Wagon rebuilt eng., new paint,
am·fm, $1100. 255-63.23,
4123
!965 TRIUMPH TR-4: rebuilt engit1c, new interior,
soft top an<i tonneau cover. Good condition. $2000
plus. 298-4909.
4/28
GREAT USED ALTO saxophone. Valued at $350,
Make best offer. Call Robert, 277-259l.
4/28
SIMMONS CRIB, $60, Playpen, $10, after Spot, 242·

4. Housing

·~
. ~.·.
~.r:
..

299-4078

golf course. Close to UNM and TVI, 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256·7748.
5/10
HAI,F UI.OCK UNM four bedroom furnished house
$450 268-QS2S,
6/3
NEW ROOMMATE SUMMF;R semester $130.00
Dan or Mai\242·4536,
4/ZJ
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR summer and fall.
Reasonable tent. quiet neighborllood. C~ll. Claire at
255·4439, mornings at 27M2! I.
4/27
IIOUSEMATE WANTED NON-SMOKER share
31)0 house with 2-GRD students, 140/mo plus
utilities. Available end MaY. tennis across street, near
UNM. 255·5175, 255·4996, 277·6437.
5/10
FOR SUMMER\ J<~Ft'ICIENCY, 2 Blocks from
UNM. $125/mo., ulilhies paid. Fully furnished.
Available May IS toAugustiO. Cal1266·6929. 4/30
SUMMER SUBLET, t JIEDROOM !lnit, student
housitl$• utilities paid, reduced rent $150. Mon.: May
IS·Aug 16. Cal243.0309.
4129
Nt:W; nt:SPONSIIILE PEOPU; for furnished
2/bedroom, 2/bath apt, • Rldgecresl area, summer
monlhs. Pool, laundry facililies. $305.00 • utilities
pnid. 26S-2885.
4/27
JJOUSE t'OR RENT • 3·bedroom, just block from
UNM, just remolleled, beautiful buckyard, hardwoop
floors, W/d und WO.OdslOVc, $450/mo. Call f()r
delails, 265·2661.
4129
Qlllt:T LINIVERSITY ST. Three bedroom plus
study, original owner, goo<l floor plan, fireplace,
~overed palio, sprinklers front 8; back, hardwood
noor~. ~cntral force furnace, ask $80,000. Seller will
help wHb flnam:ing. Merit Co. 293·5555. Cnrolyn,
e'en. 299·9643.
4/29

2929
Monte Vista NE
265·3562

52 Enumerate
2 words
54 Deadlock
1 Expected
58 Immense
6 Oceans
10 Buggy
59 Loud sound
14 Quickly
61 Day's march
15 Far from
62 summers: Fr.
pretty
63lnstead
64 Compete
16 Yokel
17 Geom. and
65 Spanish
artist
trig.
18 Equine color 66 Kernel
19 Bullring
67 Ugly marks
yells
DOWN
20 Hibernator
22 Some horses
1 CB operators
24 Idolizes
2Gem
26 Lustrous
3 Crown
27 Powerless
4 Command
30 Roosted
level
31 French city
5 Tyrant
32 Zealous
6 Give in
37 Outer: Pref.
7 Conceit
38 Top of the
a ''Aehl"
world
9 Abridgment
40 Type of
10 Proportionbread
ately:
41 Soft jobs
2 words
43 Golf shout
11 Emperor
44 Total
12 Clear as45 Ran
48 Biblical peak
13 Untidy
51 Gallery

ACROSS

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

LERO
ENDS

21 Time of day
23 Respond
25 Music
systems
27 Desserts
28 Type of skirt
29 Hard worker
33 Had no hope
34 Jog
35 Bronte's
"Jane ~"
36 legal paper
38 Splendor
39 Predators

EMOTE
DETER

42 Zealous
43 Enthusiast
413 Wood
47 Cowboys
48 Hurts
49 Circuit
50 Tool
53 European
55 YugoSlav
river
56 Topmast
57 Fish
60 Gynt's
mother

